In prior work we described techniques used to capture, store, and retrieve narrative data forms from a database using widely available off the shelf software. This concept makes use of the security and versioning features of database architecture together with those of image-supported electronic document information capture. We present herein the security and audit trail features of our construct. Unique usernames and passwords are used at the operating system level to enforce client validation and control access to the database system via an electronic signature using a Boolean logic algorithm. We used the database domain to capture original data and any changes to the data, developing an audit trail displaying identification information. Version controlled and change tracked electronic documents can be retrieved through the client side web interface to enable direct search operations, thus uncoupling the client from database query languages.
Introduction
The entry of information into structured databases allows the implementation of searching methods on the data to reveal relationships, infer knowledge, and provide information. Yet, the development of a database requires considerable planning to ensure correct storage and retrieval of desired items while maintaining correct rela-tionships between the data. An alternative is to create electronic forms in the narrative domain by allowing free form template design and capturing all visible information where data schemas can be inferred and the plasticity of information capture is increased. Information captured in such digital repository mediums is inherently searchable using Structured Query Language (SQL) commands, and storage of electronic documents requires less overhead compared to physical media. In 1995, 80% -90% of organizational information was claimed to be in documents rather than structured databases [1] . In a previous paper, we presented the features of a narrative domain interface used to populate a database system with both textual and graphical data constructed using widely available software. However, even when considering the storage and information capture benefits of electronic document storage, no less attention should be given to the methods of security necessary to ensure proper retrieval and editing of the information contained within the documents. Electronic documents must be properly secured and versioned to ensure that data are not compromised after indexing and storing the contents.
In this paper we present the security and audit capabilities of our electronic form repository implementation and the narrative data capture that creates it. In summary, our implementation pipeline begins with a narrative form interface (Microsoft InfoPath), where electronic form templates containing fields open for client input are created to capture both text and graphical data as designed for that particular template. The data elements are then parsed and exported to a SQL compliant database where document retrieval is facilitated through recall of the entire narrative view of the document. Using flexible, user-composed templates and allowing clients to enter data into forms remove the overhead, complexity, and time needed for designing proprietary database interfaces [2] .
Once a client has finished entering or changing data, the client submits the electronic form to a web service hosted on a secured Local Area Network (LAN) along with a verifiable signature and unique password. The LAN web service that receives the form parses the data for key reference fields and identification metadata for indexing. Each form is given a unique primary identification key generated and monitored by the database which is used to identify documents with multiple existing versions edited by one or more clients. The entire form is retrieved from the database for data entry into the narrative interface when changes or updates need to be applied to the electronic form. Once retrieved and edited, the updated form is re-submitted to the database via the LAN web service allowing the revised form to be recorded as a new version for change detection and audit purposes. In the following sections the security and audit characteristics of our electronic form repository and our LAN client interface are discussed.
Methods

User Verification
Our implementation exists on a private LAN hosted by in-house servers using Windows Server 2008 R2. Users are authenticated into shared network spaces with an Active Directory Server requiring a username and password for access. Additionally the narrative form templates include username and password fields used to identify the client who submitted the form. Submission to the database through the LAN requires the username and password fields on a form to be verified against the Active Directory to ensure that access to the database is concordant with the identity and location of the user. This ensures that only authenticated users can add information to the database. Only users with administrator permissions can view or change data without using the client side narrative interface.
Submission Process and Electronic Form Storage
The transfer of data from InfoPath to the database server is facilitated through Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests as defined by RFC2616 [3] and recieved using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) protocols [4] . When an electronic form is submitted to the receiving LAN hosted web server, the forms contents are parsed for identifying meta-data contained within the document. Important document identifying fields retrieved during the process include username, title, domain, date-time, and version information. This identifying data are collected and inserted into the database along with the form data. The database accepts the electronic form meta-data retrieved from the web interface and indexes the data along with storing the electronic form in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format. All images added to the form remain encoded in their original format within the XML document. One of the captured database fields contains the entire XML formatted electronic document providing a means of quick and thorough retrieval of the entire document as well as the individual data elements.
Version Control
Each unique document inserted into the database is given two identification numbers. The first ID number is the unique identifier for the document template. The second ID is simply incremented from zero for each unique submission of a form and is used to track the linear version of the document. The application is resubmitted every time a user has retrieved the document and finished entering changes, thus allowing the database to store every version of the document. Keeping and storing each version of the document ensures document integrity at each time point of submission while providing a complete, visually narrative view of the document's contents.
Audit Trail Functionality
Our electronic document storage architecture provides an audit trail of each document lifecycle by redundantly storing every document version. Every change made to a document that generates a new version is inherently tracked through the storage of that document. All changes found between versions are attributed to the user that submitted the document to the database. A view of a document's audit trail as it exists within the database is provided to all clients through the same web interface used to retrieve documents. Identity meta-data and timestamp information for each document version is provided by the audit trail view.
Results
We have created a fictitious example of an employer verification process to visualize how our system accepts documents, retrieves documents, secures entry, and tracks changes. A sample narrative interface provided for electronic document data collection can be seen in Figure 1 . In our Figure 1 sample Richard M. Nixon is provided a narrative format for entering personal data that needs to be verified by a series of agencies before he can be considered for federal employment. The form contains data connection information for the purpose of submission to the web server, which accepts a valid username and password. The form is submitted at each original data entry point such as insertion of identification documents including his drivers' license, fingerprints, and tax return in the form of images as well as his signature and those of reviewing officials.
In our employment verification example as seen in Figure 2 , J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI, retrieved the document and verified Nixon's fingerprints by entering new information and inserting a signature to the document. The document was then submitted, capturing a new version of the document along with the changes made, the time and date the changes were made, and who made the changes. Older versions of the document remained stored in the database with identifying metadata to provide an audit trail of changes. An example of a captured audit trail has been summarized in Figure 3 , which illustrates an original submission of an employment verification form followed by 4 validation events in which changes were made to the document by users registered to the LAN. The versioning events captured by the database in our example include verification of fingerprints by J. Edgar Hoover, former director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, verification of prior employment by Dwight D. Eisenhower and Gerald Ford, formerly Presidents of the United States, and a final sign off by Barack Obama, the 44 th President of the USA. The changes made to the document at every validated submission were captured and attributed to the user that submitted a changed version of the document. Audit teams reviewing the history of the example document and its revisions as seen in Figure 3 would have access to the document at every time point where changes were submitted.
Discussion
We have designed a data pipeline using a flexible interface for entry of both textual and graphical data to a database using licensed software. Our purpose herein was to describe the security features and data-tracking capabilities of our construct. We use a web based internal LAN approach to communicate between a narrative form and the database. Although document transmission through HTTP without encryption is inherently insecure (see RFC2660 [5] ), security is achieved through limiting LAN access to on-site connections using Active Directory provided username and password authentication and by firewalling all incoming and outgoing connections on our closed system. Furthermore, the electronic form database restricts query access to database administrators since all data entry occurs in the narrative interface. In our presented example we have not elected to encrypt the data within the database. If encryption techniques are used, the encryption must not prevent the flow of data toward external parties due to poorly executed audit protocols [6] . It should be emphasized that an advantage of our approach is that only the submission interface is accessible to users, not the database itself. This limits the possibility of compromise to the individual database elements. In our presented electronic document storage system architecture, audit functionality is provided through redundant storage of the entire document as it existed during each submission event. By providing an audit team access to the document at every point of its life time, the audit team has access to undeniable proof of the state of a document after every possible modifying operation on the individual elements contained within the document. Additional change tracking detection within the electronic documents text fields can be deployed using text comparison tools by comparing each new document version with the prior version [7] [8] . Tracking changes of text fields within each document provides a quick method of detecting which document version received what changes and may detect small changes that would otherwise go unnoticed.
For some domains, only the most recent version of a document should be retrieved in a linear fashion thereby removing the possibility of version branching. Some domains may need certain documents to branch off into multiple versions as data are input into different fields from multiple clients, where ultimately the final document is created from a merge of all document branches. For the formerly mentioned domain requirement, a useful version control implementation may be a Lock-Modify-Unlock solution, also known as mutual exclusion, for its ability to prevent multiple clients from entering and submitting data at the same time to the same area of the document [9] . The latter domain example, where document versions may come from multiple concurrent changes in different areas, must use a version control scheme implementing a Copy-Modify-Merge solution [10] .
There are varying requirements in providing an audit trail for electronic documents. Most audit requirements agree that all modifying operations on electronic documents must be tracked along with what modification occurred, when it occurred, and why. Using a public company accounting domain as an example, audited docu- ments must be retained for 7 years and changes made to the documents must be recorded along with who executed the change, the date it happened, and why [11] . Audit requirements, as a result of an attempt to create authoritative proof of the proceedings of events and the sanctity of data through documentation, can be onerous [12] . A thoroughly monitored, reliable, and narrative-presented system is expected to provide proper documentation of operations that modify electronic documents.
Conclusion
In previous sections a general approach to the problem of enforcing electronic document security and change tracking was presented. This technique provides a client access to a secure, image-compatible electronic document database while tracking and storing all incoming modifications to those documents. Electronic document submissions are kept secure and available to only those clients with proper validations by limiting network access to clients with minimal trust permissions and providing an uncoupled graphical interface as a proxy for the client to submit document modifications. Audit trail functionality is provided through redundant storage of all document versions with itemized changes visualized through change tracking software libraries. Future work should focus on incorporating flexible approaches to indexing incoming data elements to allow intelligent search and retrieval protocols independent of the original database schema.
